Abstract-This paper proposed the fractional order gray prediction algorithm to improve prediction accuracy in uncertainty signal. This paper is the first to propose the measurement method of the gray information of signals. The fractional order gray prediction algorithm is deduced through fractional order Taylor expansion formula. The measurement method of the gray information of signals is provided by analyzing the relations between fractionalorder differential orders and prediction accuracy. Fractional order gray prediction algorithm spares the complex operation of whitening gray information and utilizes gray information. Experiments show that the prediction accuracy of fractional order gray prediction algorithm was significantly increased compared with the GM (1, 1) algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
According to Professor Luo Maokang, logical objects such as definitions, concepts, relationships, and processes are subject to uncertainty. This concept indicates that the known properties of these objects fail to fulfill the law of identity, the law of excluded middle, the law of sufficient reason, the law of causality, and the law of contradiction simultaneously in formal logic. Uncertainty can be categorized into five types, namely, intension, extension, relationship, reason, and result uncertainty.
Weak source uncertainty is an uncertainty that fails to satisfy the law of sufficient reason or the reason uncertainty. Most of the data presented in social, economic, military, and other areas are characterized by low sampling rate and small data volume, which result in weak source uncertainty information. The existing processing methods for weak source uncertainty information indicate weakness in accuracy and stability.
These methods fail to meet the increasing requirements for the processing of weak source uncertainty information. Therefore, this study explores the methods for extracting useful information from weak source uncertainty information and employs data prediction to solve the social, economic, and military problems involved in weak source uncertainty information.
II. REVIEW OF METHODOLOGIES
Gray prediction model (GM) is (1, 1) an important method for predicting weak source uncertainty information. GM has been widely applied 20 years after its development and successfully resolved various problems in production, scientific research, and management.
A. Summary of GM
The definition of GM (1, 1) indicates that the prediction model functions based on accumulated sequences and obtains the time response functions of the sequences through first-order differential equations to realize sequence prediction. The response function shows that the obtained response function can accurately reflect the changing rule of the sequence and provide accurate prediction only when the accumulated sequence approaches the index law. Hence, the prediction accuracy is not stable as the sequence varies. Identifying the response function for uncertainty sequence also faces the problem of eliminating uncertainty in information, which results in poor prediction accuracy of GM (1, 1) . GM (1, 1) also develops various types of prediction models [6, 7] for weak source uncertainty information to improve prediction accuracy. Among these developed models are GM (1, N), GM (0, N), GM (2, 1), and GM (1, 1) power models. These models are developed based on GM (1, 1). These models improve prediction accuracy to some extent by reducing calculated amount, but they fail to eliminate uncertainty in information. Therefore, the prediction accuracy of these models cannot fulfill the increasingly higher requirements of production, scientific research, and management.
Thus, this paper employs the advantageous fractional order Taylor expansion and introduces the prediction method for weak source uncertainty information based on the analysis of substantial properties of uncertainty information. This approach increases prediction robustness and accuracy.
B. Summary of Fractional Differential
Fractional calculus refers to the calculus with any real number order. Famous scientists conducted basic work on fractional calculus for more than three centuries. Oldham and Spanier [5] discussed the mathematical calculations of fractional number and their application in areas such as physics, engineering, finance, biology, and others. Samko [6] conducted a systematic and comprehensive exposition of fractional integral and derivative related properties and their applications in 1993. Several researchers have found that the fractional derivative model can provide a more accurate description of the nature of memory, genetic material, and the distribution process compared with the integer order derivative model [7] [8] [9] [10] . The overall memory characteristic of fractional numbers is widely used in physics, chemistry, materials, fractal theory [11, 12] , image processing [13] , and other fields. Fractional differential analysis has become an active research area that attracted considerable attention from domestic and foreign scholars, and became a leading topic in research.
III. ALGORITHM

A. Algorithm Thought
Integer order describes a certain state of the development process, whereas fractional order describes the entire development process. These two concepts can be compared to the difference of a photo and a video [5] [6] [7] [8] . Fractional order can better describe gray information and achieve a more accurate forecast [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Taylor series is a powerful tool for studying the properties of complicated functions. This method can develop one-variable functions into power series for further calculation. That is, it enables the "complicated functions" of "non-elementary functions" to be processed into "power functions." Thus, this process is advantageous for the solution of "complicated functions." The fundamental theorem of fractional calculus facilitates the development of fractional-order Taylor expansion.
This paper deduced the fractional-order Taylor expansion formula and applied this formula in signal forecast.
B. Algorithm Derivation
Riemann-Liouville fractional-order integration on the left is defined as:
derivative on the left is defined as: ( ) ( 
Since time series are discrete, when using the fractional differentials in it's associate calculation, the definition pattern of fractional differential algorithms must be change into the difference form. Then, we derive the fractional differential difference formula via Grümwald-Letnikov definition. Figure 1 shows that the curve in Figure 1 (a) is smooth, with less gray information, whereas the curve in Figure 1 (b) is fluctuant, with more gray information. Thus, the fixed differential order cannot be used to extract information from the curves with different gray information. Experiments suggest that the differential order and prediction accuracy of a signal should be related. This concept was illustrated in the following experiment.
The GNP and per capita output of grain of China from 1988 to 2008 was used as example. These data were used to randomly select three groups of data and to predict different differential orders (Figure 2) . The prediction accuracy of the GDP of China reaches the minimum near order 1 and gradually rises. The prediction accuracy of per capita output of grain decreases with the increase of the order and approaches 0 near order 4. Less gray information facilitates the achievement of minimum faster prediction accuracy along with the change of order. Higher gray information results in slower achievement of the minimum prediction accuracy. Moreover, the order of a fixed signal that facilitates the achievement of minimum prediction accuracy fluctuates within a small range. Most of the data comply with this regularity. Therefore, the amount of gray information can be measured according to the relations of order and accuracy. The measurement algorithm of gray information is provided below.
E. Measurement of Amount of Gray Information
(1) Set the accuracy threshold value and calculate the prediction accuracy of n group(s) of historical data with different orders. Identify the minimum order vi(i=1,2, … ,n) that facilitates the achievement of the threshold value of prediction accuracy.
(2) Calculate the average value m of V. Figure 3 shows that the maximum prediction error of GM (1, 1) is 43% and its average prediction error is 32.7%, whereas the maximum prediction error of fractional order gray prediction algorithm is 8% and its average prediction error is 2.8%. Therefore, the results of fractional order gray prediction for the smooth signals with less gray information agree with the fact. Figure 4 shows that the maximum prediction error of GM (1, 1) is 13% and its average prediction error is 6.8%, whereas the maximum prediction error of fractional order gray prediction algorithm is 9.5% and its average prediction error is 4.1%. Therefore, the results of fractional order gray prediction for the fluctuant signals with more gray information more conform to the fact.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed the fractional order gray prediction algorithm. The measurement method of the gray information of signals is proposed for the first time. Experiments prove that the measurement method of the gray information of signals can legitimately measure the gray information of signals. The prediction accuracy of fractional order gray prediction algorithm was significantly increased compared with the GM (1, 1) algorithm.
